Interfraternity Council Meeting  
September 9, 2013  
Room 226  
7:00 pm

CALL TO ORDER
Not present were Alpha Tau Omega, Beta Sigma Psi, Kappa Sigma, and Triangle

ROLL CALL

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND SPEAKERS
● Jim Jacobs, Goodcents (913-530-3092)
  ○ Will be hosting a contest: Whichever chapter spends the most money at Goodcents will receive a 42” flat screen TV. All other contestants will receive gift cards, party platters, etc…  
  ○ Loves Kansas State and wants to give back to the students, all participants will be receive something.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS REPORTS
President: Kent Balkenbush (kentb@ksu.edu)
● Ask Board of Directors to give description of job duties  
● Election process of IFC:  
  ○ October 4th applications due, October 15th and 17th are interview times  
  ○ October 28th is Question and Answer period for nominees  
  ○ November 4th is elections for IFC

Vice President: Jake Sankey (jsankey@ksu.edu)
● Greek Leads Reminder  
  ○ Contact Jake if you have attendance questions

Judicial Affairs: Kurt Yoder (kurty@ksu.edu)
● New Member Session at 8:00 in the Ballroom  
● Have selected the Judicial Board/Investigative Team

Risk Management: Brian Grant (bwgrant@ksu.edu)
● NHPW Sign-ups  
  ○ Please remind Risk Management Chairs to sign up for time slots  
● Event Registration forms

Public Relations: Paul Lewis (plewis92@ksu.edu)
● Greek Leads PR Speaker  
  ○ Assistant Director and Liaison to College of Arts/Science from CES will present

Community & Internal Relations: Ryan Schmidt (rschmi1@ksu.edu)
• Reflection Forms after events
• Community Service Hours will be due October 7th

**Recruitment:** Jared Marcuson (marcuson@k-state.edu)
  • The following recruitment chairmen need to sign up and meet with me (in Greek Affairs Office). They should have a link to a Google Doc that was sent via email:
    - Acacia, Alpha Kappa Lambda, Beta Sigma Psi, Beta Theta Pi, Delta Upsilon, FarmHouse, Kappa Sigma, Lambda Chi Alpha, Phi Delta Theta, Phi Gamma Delta, Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma Chi, Sigma Nu, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Theta Xi
  • Planning a Kansas City Night for November

**Advisor's Report:** Andrea Brown (andrea10@ksu.edu) & Jen Cheray (jcheray@ksu.edu)
  • MAP-Works Roundtable TOMORROW - 8:00 PM - Honors House - Please have new member educator, president and/or appropriate designee attend. We need at least one representative from every chapter.
  • Chapters that still need to schedule their liaison meetings:
    - Delta Lambda Phi, Delta Upsilon, Phi Kappa Theta (Andrea)
    - Alpha Kappa Lambda, Kappa Sigma, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Triangle (Brianna)
  • Chapters that still need to turn in the Fall Assessment Form: Alpha Tau Omega, Delta Lambda Phi, Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma Pi
  • Chapters that still need to turn in their Anti-Hazing Form: Delta Upsilon, Kappa Sigma, Phi Kappa Theta, Pi Kappa Alpha, Triangle
  • Chapters that still need to turn in their Dry Recruitment Form: Alpha Gamma Rho, Delta Upsilon, Kappa Sigma, Phi Kappa Theta, Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma Alpha Epsilon
  • Don’t Forget - Fraternal Excellence Awards DUE Friday, 12/13/2013. Start Now.

Old Business

New Business
  •

**For the Good of the Order/Announcements**

*Acacia – Nothing*
*Alpha Gamma Rho – Highway Cleanup*
*Alpha Kappa Lambda – Excited for Homecoming*
*Alpha Tau Omega – Not Present*
*Beta Sigma Psi – Not Present*
*Beta Theta Pi – Beta Boo coming up*
*Delta Chi – Pinned 18 new members*
*Delta Lambda Phi – Induction coming up this weekend*
*Delta Sigma Phi – Thank you to all who attended MoMorial*
*Delta Upsilon – Go Cats*
*FarmHouse – Scholarship dinner tonight*
Kappa Sigma – Not Present
Lambda Chi Alpha – *Successful Watermelon Bust*
Phi Delta Theta – *Grass is growing*
Phi Gamma Delta – *Scholarship golf tournament coming up*
Phi Kappa Theta – *Getting ready for homecoming*
Pi Kappa Alpha – *Chapter consultant is in town*
Sigma Alpha Epsilon – *Dads weekend is coming up, celebrating centennial coming up*
Sigma Chi – *Go Cats*
Sigma Nu – *Alumni Event a couple of weeks ago*
Sigma Phi Epsilon – *Planning alumni golf tournament*
Sigma Pi – *ELC is visiting chapter*
Tau Kappa Epsilon – *Nothing*
Theta Xi – *Mom’s Designated parking spot was stolen*
Triangle – Not Present

**Next Meeting is Monday, October 7**